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Sam’s Madagascar Volunteer Blog #2: My First Week at KAFS 

I write these words from a table in the maine srgosoirg building of the Kianjavato Ahmanson Field Station, Madagascar 

Biodiversity Partnership’s central research station, in the commune of Kianjavato, in the district of Mananjary, 

Madagascar. My first week at “KAFS” has been one of the most eventful and memorable of my life, with nearly every 

day bringing a brand-new experience. A chronological history of the 

 

Friday, July 26th  

Friday, July 26th, was perhaps the least eventful day of my stay in Madagascar so far. Jean-Pierre escorted us to the 

“Orange” store (the one-stop shop for modern tech and communications in Madagascar, a sort of AT&T and Radio Shack 

combined) and we bought data plans for our phones, a process enlivened by a brief blackout in mid-purchase. Monsieur 

Serge, proprietor of the Relais du Haut Ville, proved himself to be a veritable Malagasy renaissance man, as we learned 

that his interests included not only history but environmental protection. He shared with us the system of composting 

that he had instituted at the hotel, in which all food waste became fertilizer for the gardens-which, he hastened to add, 

were planted entirely with native species. The world would be better served if all business owners, or indeed property 

owners, showed a tenth of his consideration. 

 

Saturday, July 27th  

On the morning of the 27th, we woke at 5:30 AM in 

preparation for our drive down to Kianjavato. We then 

waited until 7:30 for the driver to arrive-another mishap 

dealt by the labyrinthine Antananarivo traffic! Bidding the 

city goodbye, we then spent twelve hours navigating 

through the Malagasy highlands. The landscape was 

beautiful, in an agricultural way (pictured)-rice paddies 

framed by denuded hills, with flocks of egrets swooping on 

insects in the paddies and the occasional grazing zebu 
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 cattle-but grew a little monotonous. We lunched at the city of Ambositra, and once we had reached the wild forest 

regions, night had fallen. Seeing the Malagasy countryside was fascinating, as all new landscapes are, but made sad by 

the knowledge of the profound deforestation and erosion that had occurred, and was occurring, to feed the growing 

population. We arrived at KAFS in the dark, were welcomed by Fredo Tana, the leader of the camp, an array of other 

staff, and the previous cohort volunteer research assistants. After staggering up the surprisingly long 

staircase/boardwalk between the main area and the tent sites (in hindsight, it was vainglorious to have opted to carry all 

three of my bags myself) I set up my tent, wrote my journal, and sank into a dreamless sleep. 

 

Sunday, July 28th Morning and Afternoon  

The next morning, I awoke to a 

landscape of surpassing beauty. KAFS is 

only a stone’s throw from a road, and is 

accessible by car, but is entirely 

surrounded by forest (although much of 

it is secondary forest, formerly 

degraded agricultural land). Since I was 

a child, I had dreamed of living and 

working in a rainforest biome like this, 

and here I am now. For that first day, I 

had to keep mentally pinching myself to 

realize that my life had truly led me to 

this point, and that I was not just a six-

year-old idly dreaming of the jungle. 

The landscape was dominated by the majestic mountains in the distance: Vatovavy, Tsitola, and Sangasanga, rising like 

stone islands above the forest sea. When not in an elevated location, lush vegetation dominated every horizon: groves 

of bamboo like gargantuan grass clumps, voapaka trees, anga trees, and many, many others whose names I did not yet 

know. My eye was especially drawn to the massive ravenala trees, with their strange, nearly conical shapes fanning out 

like peacocks’ tails from their base on the ground. The “traveller’s palm,” as it is known in English (for its store of water 

in the trunk) seemed like it belonged to another world, so different was it from the standard trunk-branches-leaves style 
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 of tree. My fellow volunteer, the 

knowledgeable and compassionate 

Evan, informed me that they were 

also ecologically vital. Not only were 

they some of the first trees to grow 

in recently degraded land, they 

offered vital resources to all three 

of the endangered lemur species 

studied at KAFS! Prolemur simus sip 

nectar from the giant spiky flowers, 

Varecia variegata sip the nectar and 

eat the fruit, and aye-ayes sip the 

nectar, eat the fruit, eat the seeds, 

and probe for insects in the bark. 

With all of this munificence, I subconsciously rather expected the ravenala to be rare. Yet they were as common as oaks 

or maples in New England: KAFS is full of them, and their beautiful arcs of giant leaves dotted the mountainsides, the 

distinctive shape visible even from miles away. (Pictured, two ravenala trees). 

Flocks of chickens wandered freely: their ease in the rainforest environment seemed curious, until I remembered that 

the common barnyard chicken is a domesticated descendant of the red jungle fowl of the Southeast Asian forests. Tiny 

striped day geckos, green geckos with red stripes (pictured) sunbathed on the railings of 

the great staircase-boardwalk that led from the main section of KAFS (with the dining hall, 

main building, and tree nurseries) to the hillside tent sites. Strange birdcalls filled the air, 

and Soumaya spotted a pendulous nest hanging from a tree, the owner of which remains a 

mystery. 

During the day, some of the previous cohort of volunteers “showed us the ropes.” 

Jonathan walked us out a ways into the forest, to a ridge with a beautiful view of the local 

hills, and told us about the local ecosystem, the species mix, and the reforestation efforts. 

Carol walked us through the daily routine, the rules, the showers, the bathrooms, and the other necessities of life. After 

lunch (meals at KAFS are as a rule rice and vegetables, both excellent), Fredo Tana gave us the orientation lecture. A 

most impressive Malagasy gentleman, Fredo bore ably the tremendous responsibilities of being director of KAFS. Under 
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 his personal purview-and his responsibility-were three Malagasy research teams (Prolemur simus, Varecia variegata, and 

Daubentonia madagascarensis, the aye-aye), a massive and growing reforestation effort of linked tree nurseries and 

planting days in the region, a “Conservation Credits” program rewarding local citizens for taking part in reforestation 

initiatives, and, of course, a constantly shifting cast of inexperienced Western interlopers offering what little research 

help they were capable of (that would be us, the volunteers). Fredo gave us the standard orientation lecture, detailing 

the standard daily schedule (up with the sun at 5:30 AM, and to bed just after it at 7:30 PM), responsibilities, and so on.  

By the afternoon, having viewed all the local wonders and with no work assigned as of yet, I began to feel homesick, and 

was cheered by a Skype conversation with my family. Then, something occurred which was to focus my mind entirely on 

the present moment. 

 

Sunday Evening-The Ordeal of “Anna” 

One of the previous cohort of volunteers, “Anna” (not her real name) had begun to feel sick that afternoon. Hale and 

hearty in the morning, she had begun feeling nauseous by 3 PM, and by the evening had chosen to stay in her tent 

rather than join the group at dinner. When Fredo went up to check in on her, I volunteered to bring her a bottle of 

water. We found her in her tent in a greatly deteriorated condition. Anna had the most terrifyingly violent fever I had 

ever seen, to the extent that being near her was like being near a space heater. She wore five layers of clothing and still 

felt cold, and had vomited and expelled blood for the last hour before we arrived. She mumbled her symptoms in 

English, and I related it to Fredo in French (his English is excellent, but he wanted to ensure that our understanding of 

Anna’s condition was entirely accurate). Fredo instantly determined that we needed to seek medical attention. She 

could go no further by the time we had walked halfway down the staircase, and a Malagasy staff member (whose name, 

alas, I did not catch) carried her on his back the rest of the way to the car. As we encountered the other volunteers on 

the way to the car, their cries of welcome changed quickly to looks of concern. None of us had realized how quickly 

Anna’s sickness had progressed. After I ran to the main building to grab some ariary for the doctor, Fredo asked me to 

come with them to the clinic as a translator, and I of course accepted. As we hurdled along the road to the village, our 

headlights the only relief from the surrounding darkness, I wondered for a moment about the chain of events that had 

led me here. I was a teenager from Maine who liked to watch birds and insects and learn about the woods. Now, I was 

the emergency translator for what seemed, in my inexperienced eyes, like a life-threatening situation, with one of our 

volunteers stricken by some unknown tropical ague. What was I doing here? 
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 Despite her fever (or perhaps because of it, to some extent) Anna seemed far less worried than I throughout this whole 

process, pointing out village landmarks as we drove by. Once we reached the clinic (clearly a vital community center, 

staffed by white-capped nurses and with posters about pregnancy dangers on the walls), she told me all about her 

favorite lemur, Ghost, a Prolemur simus female with a color mutation that gave her a white ventral region. (She also 

asked if she had a fever, which made me wonder if she was a little delirious). And yes, she did say “ventral region” when 

lying on a sickbed in the clinic. Once a scientist, always a scientist. 

Fredo translated the nurses’ questions (posed in quick-fire Malagasy) for me, and I asked them of Anna, returning the 

answers in French to Fredo. By and by, Anna’s malaria test came back negative, and she was given a shot of antibiotics 

and fluids by the capable nurses of the clinic. By the time we returned to camp, her fever had broken, and she felt hot 

instead of cold. Amazingly, by the evening of the next day (after a day of rest and another shot at the clinic) Anna 

appeared to have made a full recovery, and gaily showed the group her collection of local seeds at dinner.  

We still don’t know what Anna had contracted (perhaps some local pathogen from impure food or water bought during 

a visit to town) but she’s fine now. Frightening though the experience had been for an inexperienced foreigner like 

myself, she was likely never in any real danger: I later learned that seemingly random bouts of illness are not unknown 

here, and generally resolved quickly by a visit to the clinic. Fredo and the Malagasy staff members had stayed completely 

cool-headed throughout, managing the problem with their usual consummate competence and efficiency. Once we 

returned to the camp that night, I told them all “Misaotra betsaka ianareo,” (Thank you all very much) and meant it 

deeply. 

 

 

Monday: Meeting the Mayor, Entering Data, and the First English Class 

The 29th dawned, and with it a new suite of surprises. The new volunteers (Dakota, Dana, Soumaya, Claire, and myself) 

walked into Kianjavato village with Fredo. Lychee, banana, and coconut trees grew in little plots by the side of the road, 

along with the omnipresent Malagasy rice paddies. Everywhere we went, small children greeted us with “Salut, vazaha” 

(Hello, foreigner) and Fredo introduced us to local citizens who worked with MBP in some capacity. There were so many 

of these latter (a good sign that the community was involved in conservation work!) that I was swamped by all the new 

names after a while. I responded to all with a polite “Faly mahalala anao” (Pleased to meet you).   
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 We presented ourselves as new volunteers to the mayor, and I was amused and gratified to see that the Kianjavato 

Commune’s coat of arms featured the mountain of Vatovavy (literally “Woman Rock,” after a perceived similarity to a 

female face) on a field of blue, halved with an aye-aye’s head on a field of green. This pleasingly ecological insignia 

dominated the sign before the mayor’s office. The mayor himself, a kind and mustachioed man, asked us for our names 

and thanked us for our visit (in French). The forests of the Kianjavato Commune are not protected areas: they are 

communal forests, the equivalent of town land in the United States. Thus, all conservation work conducted by MBP in 

this area is entirely dependent on the cooperation and generosity of the local community. We next visited the secretary 

of the “FOFIFA” coffee plantation (an establishment which kindly allows MBP volunteers to research the lemurs 

established in their hinterland) and introduced ourselves there. 

After lunch, I began my training for the Prolemur simus (greater bamboo lemur) research team. (For the first five weeks, 

I am to work with the Prolemur simus team, and for the last five, the reforestation team). Meeting the mayor had meant 

that I could not join the early morning field excursion, when the lemurs were most active, so I began by entering that 

day’s behavioral and social data into a KAFS laptop’s Excel sheet. This was an exhilarating experience: I couldn’t believe I 

was entering data about a critically endangered lemur species!  

Shortly after that, a serendipitous occurrence added a new dimension to my 

stay. As Jonathan was still occupied by running over the Varecia data with 

the volunteers assigned to that team, he asked me to cover for him for his 

weekly English lessons, in which he instructed three or four of the staff. 

Though without any lesson plan, I have always loved the English language, 

and I knew a fair amount of Malagasy by then, so I was raring to go. With the 

aid of a whiteboard (Pictured: the whiteboard I used.) I discussed how in 

Malagasy, the pronoun is always at the end of the sentence (as in 

“Amerikana aho,” or “I am American”), whereas in English, the pronoun is 

always at the beginning of the sentence. I also touched on the forms of the 

verb “to be,” such as “am,” and “are,” which are necessary in English 

sentences, though absent entirely from the Malagasy language. Finally, I ran 

through English numbers, writing out the digits, then the Malagasy names, 

then the English names. By the time we got to higher numbers, more 

Malagasy staff members were listening in, and they had all got the hang of the basic “building blocks.” I started simply 

writing out complex numbers like “538” or “1732” and asked them what it was in English, and they responded correctly 
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 by putting together the English number names they had just learned. By this point, the atmosphere was positively 

festive, with group clapping and cheering, in which I joined, for every correct answer. I thought the lesson went very 

well, but I only learned how well at dinner that night. Fredo said that word of the English teacher who could speak some 

Malagasy had spread, that the groundskeepers were asking for English lessons for the first time, and that if I would hold 

another lesson next week, about twenty would attend! I of course accepted gratefully, and look forward with pleasing 

anticipation to continuing to share the English tongue with KAFS’ amazing staff. 

 

Tuesday: My First Wild Lemur 

Tuesday was a day I had been looking 

forward to for a while: my first day of 

field work! As usual, we rose at 5:30 and 

breakfasted at 6, but this time I piled 

into the van with Evan, the previous 

cohort’s Prolemur simus volunteer, at 

6:30. As we drove, we picked up the 

members of the field team from the side 

of the road, and soon MBP’s van grew as 

crowded as a school bus. That day, our 

task was to search for signs of Prolemur 

activity in the foothills of Vatovavy, and 

the team consisted of Evan, myself, 

Olivia, a Malagasy graduate student, and 

three long-standing Malagasy guides, Hery, Marolahy, and Berthin.  

We walked through scrubby, secondary forest areas with amazing views of the local mountains (pictured, above) and 

soon reached the real rainforest, full of woody vines, trees with massive buttresses of roots and thickets of adventitious 

roots, and a plethora of insect life on the forest floor (Pictured, below). I was practically beside myself with excitement. 

This was my first hike through a rainforest, an experience I had dreamt of for years, and the most curious thing about it 

was that it felt perfectly natural. I had read so much about rainforests in general, and those of Madagascar in particular, 

that it seemed as though I was following a well-worn path in my mind-though of course with incredible additional 
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 excitement and stimulation. We saw no Prolemur 

simus that day, though we did log and geolocate 

several scats (nearly all plant fibers, astonishingly 

dry due to their folivorous diet). Amusingly, we 

were searching in particular for “Tyrion’s group.” 

Other Prolemur simus monitored by MBP also bear 

Westeros-inspired lemur names, such as Olenna, 

Brienne, and Snow. 

 

However, we did see some other representatives 

of Madagascar’s incredible faunal diversity. We 

noted bright red millipedes, the green-headed and sweet-singing Madagascar sunbird, and, most amazingly of all, the 

first wild lemurs I had ever seen. Four individuals of Eulemur rufifrons, the red-fronted lemur, gamboled in a tree above 

usI knew intellectually that they were wild animals, adults of a species of social, vocal, frugivorous, lemuroid 

strepsirrhine primates, one of nine catalogued lemur species in the immediate Kianjavato area. Emotionally, though, 

they seemed like children’s stuffed animals brought to life: words like “plush,” “fluffy,” and “huggable” sprang to mind. 

(Disclaimer: the capture of lemurs for the pet trade is an increasing problem in Madagascar and a threat to many 

species, so please do not take from this the idea that it is in any way desirable to view lemurs as pets or tame animals). I 

will always remember this experience (these words were written later that very Thursday, the 30th) and I cannot wait to 

get back out in the field tomorrow! 

 

Wednesday and Thursday: Settling In to the Kianjavato Routine 

On the 31st of July and 1st of August (the day I write these words), I feel I have begun to settle in to the routine of life 

and work at Kianjavato. The 31st was World Ranger Day, and all volunteers, regardless of their main teams, joined 

community members volunteering for the day in planting seedlings (from the network of MBP nurseries in the region) 

on bare or scrubby hillsides. At the site in which I took part (pictured below), I was astonished by the speed and 

smoothness of the operation, and the considerable experience and dexterity of the local volunteers. Malagasy seniors, 

mothers with babies on their backs, and children planted five or so seedlings in the time it took me to plant one, and the 

day’s planting was done with astonishing swiftness: over three thousand seedlings planted in a few hours! In the 
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 afternoon, I read, relaxed, and taught another small English class. I still can’t wait for my “formal” English teaching to 

begin next week! 

That night, Evan pointed out to me a giant orbweaver spider 

and two vespertilionid bats he had noticed in the rafters of 

our tent site (a sort of giant wooden roof on stilts). He said 

he had named them Clyde and Colin and Joel respectively. I 

feel profoundly at ease in a group of people of the sort who, 

when viewing insects and bats in the roof of their living 

space, feel an impulse to name rather than destroy them.  

This morning, August 1st, I was with the Prolemur simus 

team in the field again. Hiking in the rainforests of 

Madagascar remains a mind-boggling bouquet of wonders. 

We again did not see any simus, but we did find an array of recent scats and a multiplicity of other species. (Details of 

data I work with for MBP are intentionally kept vague. As another point, I have not included any images of any of the 

lemurs I saw, as I have not been able to check if this is OK with MBP’s head office. MBP skillfully navigates an array of 

data and image reporting requirements between American and Malagasy partners, and I don’t want to upset the apple-

cart by posting possibly unauthorized lemur photos.). We saw two lemur species: the Eulemur rufifrons I had earlier seen 

on Tuesday, and two beautiful Varecia variegata, another of MBP’s study animals and another critically endangered 

species. We also saw many more tree species (including plethoras of ravenala, as well as bonarimena, anga, and other 

rainforest titans). Hery also pointed out to us a white-headed vanga, one of the many endemic bird families of 

Madagascar. After returning to KAFS and entering data, I finished up and sent this blog post, which I’ve been working for 

the last few days.  

Though I miss my family greatly, and look forward to returning, I am beginning to feel at home here in Madagascar. It is 

almost surreal to realize that for the next three months, I will be gathering data on critically endangered primates and 

assisting with efforts to restore their habitat. This is an amazing place to be, and I am very happy to be here at this time 

in my life. Thank you all, readers, for your good wishes from afar! 

 

 


